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Ogi Japan: Meteorite Worship Then and Now
Martin Horejsi

Way back in 2003, in this very meteorite forum, I wrote:

If only all meteorites could be as rich in tradition as the Ogi meteorite. When this shower of four stones fell
on the Japanese island of Kyushu, the 14kg of meteorites were carefully collected and preserved in a family
temple, protected by priests for over 200 years. In 1883, the British Natural History Museum was able to
acquire four kilograms of Ogi, and 120 years later a crusted fragment made its way to me.

Recently, a small piece of Ogi was offered for sale and that got me thinking about my own piece of Ogi.
Then I realized that my earlier Meteorite Times article made only a passing reference to my sample and that
was also 18 years ago. Even worse, Ogi was just one of 13 wonderful witnessed falls and historic
specimens highlighted in that story. So with Ogi out of the safe and in my hand, I thought I’d share a few
more pictures and a bit of backstory.
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In the tome Worship and Folk-Lore of Meteorites (1900), Oliver Farrington wrote:

Ogi, Hizen, Japan. – Two stones which fell here, according to one account, December 10, 1744, were
used for more than 150 years as offerings annually made in the temple in Ogi to Shokujo on the festival of
that goddess the 7th day of the 7th month. The belief among the Japanese was that the stones had fallen
from the shores of the Silver River, Heavenly River, or Milky Way, after they had been used by the goddess
as weights to steady her loom. One of these stones is now largely preserved in the British Museum.

The journal article is available here if you have JSTOR access.
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Ogi is a city located in the central part of Saga Prefecture on the island of Kyushu, Japan.

John Burke (1986), wrote in is monumental work Cosmic Debris: Meteorites in History:

“An annual festival celebrated the rendezvous of the goddess Shokuja and her consort, who are identified
with the constellations Lyra and Aquila and separated by the river of heaven, the Milky Way. No bridge
spans the river, but on the festival night a huge jay spreads his wings across it and permits the two
constellations to meet. Stones, once used to steady the loom of Lyra, the weaver, fell from the shores of the
Milky Way to earth.”

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/march/Ogi-Map.jpg


Ogi is classified as an H6 chondrite that fell on June 8, 1742, two days earlier than Farrington noted in his
article. Ogi is one of my favorite meteorites, and historically and culturally it has few peers. But is it
worshiped today? Well, worship might be too strong a word. Worship is defined as “the feeling or
expression of reverence and adoration for a deity.” And a deity is a god or goddess. So far its not looking
good for Ogi. But a synonym for worship is adoration, and adoration is “a deep love and respect.” So today,
in 2021, 280 years after it fell to earth, I think its safe to say Ogi still has some worshipers. Me? I fall
squarely in the adoration category.

Until next time….
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A Handmade Thin Section Sampling
James Tobin

About 30 years ago I began trying to make thin sections. I remember I was fascinated by the interference
colors. I have always been an experimenter. I made a means of viewing thin sections with polarizing filters
from the camera store. I bought one thin section to use as a sample in my experimenting. I still have that
thin section of Cole Creek a nice H5 ordinary chondrite.

I have to tell you that my first slides were just terrible. I had some small fragments of Allende and Millbillillie
that I had saved from cutting. I slivered up the fragments into slices as thin as I could and I smoothed the
tiny little bits on one side and glued them down to glass slides. The only slides I had on hand were
biological size slides and their glass was thinner than petrographic slides. I did not have a way to hold the
slides and use a lapping machine so I sanded the meteorite bits down with 400, 600, and 1000 wet/dry
aluminum oxide sandpaper. Wow was that tough to do. And as I said the results were awful but I managed
to see interference colors enough to press on for better methods. I did a little reading about making thin
sections. There was no internet and information was scarce. I made a few more and they were better and
the meteorite pieces were getting bigger. I started sanding the slides carefully on the lapping discs pretty
soon.

The Meteorite Exchange had one meteorite and later two more meteorites needing to be classified and I
had to cut off a piece of the three to send to labs. I was sort of eager to get a few thin sections of each to
play with. Paul Harris and I decided that we would get a few thin sections made and offer them for sale
along with the slices and pieces of the meteorites after they were officially classified. So I sent a prepared
chunk of each meteorite off to a thin section manufacturer and told them to make ten slides of each
meteorite if there was enough material to do so. My instructions were to make half polished uncovered and
half covered. Back then it was not expensive to have this done and it did not take very long. That is a pair of
things that have changed a great deal over the last twenty-plus years. Now it costs a lot and takes forever.
We got the slides back and I had more samples to play with for a while to refine my viewer machines and
get a better knowledge of how different meteorites appeared in finished slides. The first meteorite we did
this with was Sahara 99676 we found that the slides did sell and we were not stuck with leftovers. It took a
long time to get the others classified and we held the slides till they were official and then found again that a
few slides would sell quite fast. But that was the last time we offered slides along with meteorites.

I took the opportunity to examine thin sections whenever I saw them at the Tucson Gem show. I was
getting myself ready to try again at making my own. I knew enough now to be dangerous as they say. But
more importantly, I had a plan this time and ideas about tools to give me some control as I ground the
slides. Half the fun for me is figuring out how to do things no one else would ever try to do for themselves. I
had bought my first box of petrographic slides months before and had manufactured some fixtures to hold
the slides that I could hold as I worked the meteorite material down through the different lapping disc grits.
My first attempts were the two meteorites that we continued to wait to become official. My goal was nearly
full surface coverage and evenly thin slides that looked the same as the professionally made ones. I still
had those on hand unsold. Not having equipment designed for the job meant my workflow was different
from a commercial maker. I cut all the thin slices first and then ground and polished one side instead of
cutting and polishing off a prepared chunk. The finished results before grinding were the same. Flatness on
the first polished side was never an issue for me. The polished side of the slices was glued to the glass
slides and mounted to my fixtures. I ground down at 150 grit until the meteorite was getting just transparent
in spots. I worked in stages through different grits as the material got thinner and thinner. I went really slow
in the beginning years and my finest lapping disc was 600 I think back then. I got a 1200 grit disc eventually
and that gave me more control near the end of grinding and I could go straight to polishing without having to
hand sand the 600 down to 1000 on sandpaper before polishing on plastic polishing film.

The process described above has changed only a little over time. I now final polish the thin sections on a
second lapping machine which is a dedicated polisher. Also, I now have 1500 and 3000 grit lapping discs,
and all lapping discs are 8 inches instead of 6 inches. The process surprisingly has gone from several
hours to make a single thin section with fear and trepidation to about one hour with nicer results. Most of the
thin sections now are close to that 30-micron magic thinness. I admit the ones at first were often not thin
enough. However, I have gone back and thinned most of those down. My viewing equipment is still the
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same modified microfiche machine and my Canon DSLR mounted on an extreme close-up rig.

Microscopes often have a reticle eyepiece that will allow the user to measure the objects being viewed. I
have nothing so fancy in my thin section photography. The gap between the end of the camera and the top
of the slice is never more than one quarter of an inch and often far less. So with difficulty I can shine a light
into the gap with a machinist rule in place of the thin section and take a direct photograph of my field of view
using the 1/100th of an inch scale. The images for this article were taken with the exception of the last
image with a field of view of just .33 inches (8.382 mm) wide. The final image of the Lunar meteorite with
the inclusion had a field of view just .17 inches (4.318 mm) in width.

Field of View image showing 33/100th of an inch

So that’s the story of my thin section collection. I have only four thin sections that I have bought. I have
made over a hundred and fifty from meteorites in my collection or from ones I have cut for the business or
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the few friends I do cutting for. Sometimes I take my pay for cutting as a slice or two and if I can I make one
slice very thin for a thin section or two. The following images are all from thin sections I hand made. A few
are too thick I admit. But there are occasions where it is never going to be possible to obtain any more
material so I have stopped just a little short rather than grind too much. I can always take off more later but
I can never put any back. They are all polished and uncovered thin sections.About three years ago my
methods and tools took another jump forward along with more care from me. One of my slides was used to
classify a meteorite. The classifier told me the professional thin section maker was taking forever to do the
work and the thin sections were often too thick. I offered to prepare a section for the meteorite I was
submitting. They agreed and they used it. I made seven thin sections of that stone (NWA10991) and they
were all very nice and correctly thin. My slide did have to be repolished for the microprobe work since I use
diamond to polish everything now. They needed to remove any diamond residue and used colloidal silica to
repolish it.

These is the batch of thin sections selected for this article

Two of the meteorites we sold professional thin sections of were NWA 774 and NWA 775. My homemade
copies of those were used for the images below.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/march/All_TS_backlit.jpg


NWA 774 is an H4 ordinary chondrite.

NWA 775 is an L6 ordinary chondrite.
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NWA869 L3-6 Chondrite

NWA869 was one of the last of the experimental thin sections before I had any tools to support the slide as
I ground it down. It was crude and uneven. Yet it gave me a bigger surface and more interference colors,
especially around the edges. I have repaired the poor work since that original experimenting and it is not a
perfect thin section but is much better, thinner, and flatter. The image above is from the repaired slide.
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NWA8008 L4 ordinary chondrite

NWA8008 was sent off to be classified with the hope that it would be a type 3 ordinary chondrite. I made
three thin sections from slivers I cut off the meteorite. I was unsure if it would get the type 3 classification
but was happy with the thin sections I made. They were getting thinner, the surface area was getting near
to fully covering the glass slide. It was classified as a type L4. This was the second phase of my learning to
make thin sections. I was happy with the results.
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Quitovac L5 ordinary chondrite

Quitovac was a meteorite that a friend of mine, Jason Phillips acquired directly from the finder. He asked
me to clean the masses and do some cutting on them. I got a piece of the stone for my collection and made
four thin sections from it. I gave Jason one. They were nice enough that I was not at all ashamed of the
work. That point was about 4-5 years ago. They were still made with the 1200 grit lap as the finest I could
go and still hand polished. They were close to the correct 30-microns. I have looked at them several times
and decided they can not be improved by further work. I am still using the way they appear at high
magnification to judge when they are finished. I have gone too far a few times grinding them. They become
less colorful than they should be. It is now more art and feel than science.
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Dhofar 1289

Al Haggounia 001
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Al Haggounia 001

R Chondrite
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R Chondrite

I made up a batch of prepared slides before we moved. I did not have time to work on them until two years
after being in the new house. It was four slides each of three meteorites and one slice of an R3 chondrite
that was from a cutting job. I have never gotten the official number on the R chondrite so it is just labeled
“R” on the thin section. The other two meteorites were Dhofar1289 and Al Haggounia 001 which are
pictured above. Dhofar1289 is another L4 and a very nice stone in a thin section. I chose to image
chondrules in Al Haggounia 001 since it was for so long officially an Aubrite despite many people knowing it
had chondrules. It is now reclassified as a “vesicular, incompletely melted, EL chondrite impact melt rock.”

I love type 3 chondrites and long-time readers of this article know that well. I finally had a series of
meteorites that I submitted come back as type 3s. I made thin sections of each to view and enjoy as I
waited for the official results. The following images are of one of those meteorites.
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NWA11991 LL3 Ordinary Chondrite

NWA11991 LL3 Ordinary Chondrite
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NWA11991 is an LL3 and a stone I never get tired of looking at under polarized light. It shows beautiful
crisp chondrules. Also, some are tightly packed and squeezed, even deformed into a clustered chondrule
texture in areas. This was classified using a brother or sister slide of the one imaged here.

NWA10816

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/march/15%20NWA10816_1.jpg


NWA10816

NWA10816 is an LL5 and a beautiful meteorite. The thin sections were getting pretty easy to make by the
time I did this meteorite. I usually do several. It is always cool to see the things in another thin section that
would be missed if I just had a single slide.

I did a batch just a few days ago. Included in the group were two slides for Rick Kujawa. He had bought a
little stone that was supposed to be a type 3 chondrite from the pictures he was sent. I received the stone in
the mail. Rick asked me to cut off the end and then two thin slices to make into a thin section for each of us.
I did the cutting and polished up the endpiece and face of the main mass. Then prepared the two thin slices
to be made into thin sections. It all went well on the slide that was going to be mine until right at the end. A
crystal grain pucked loose and took out a part of the thin section as it passed between the slide and the
3000 lapping disc. My slide became Rick’s slide and I finished them both off just a little too thick for
laboratory work. I got chicken about going too far. I could not remove any more slices from his small
meteorite. I think from the image below that he does have a type 3 chondrite.
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Rick’s Unclassified

Several years ago, I was given as a gift a stone from Erich Haiderer. I took it home and cut an endpiece off.
Of course, I made a thin slice to get some thin sections from too. The images following are from those thin
sections. It is a nice meteorite. Clearly, it is not a type 3. The chondrules are blasted, and mineral grains are
displaced from the rest of the chondrule. Still, it has a lot going on in it as can be seen below.
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Erich Haiderer Unclassified Chondrite

Erich Haiderer Unclassified Chondrite
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Just one more ordinary chondrite to present here. It is a meteorite that is still under classification at the
moment. It is a pretty thing too. I have confidence that it will be officially another type 3. As the following
images display it is a mass of crisp chondrules border to border.

Chondrite Under Classification

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/march/20%20BEING%20CLASSIFIED_1.jpg


Chondrite Under Classification

I have trouble with fresh Carbonaceous Chondrites. I have to develop a method so that they come out well.
I may have started with tiny bits of Allende decades ago in this journey, but I still can not make a big one
look right yet. But older C chondrites do ok. Here are two images of NWA7678 a CV3.
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NWA7678 CV3 Carbonaceous Chondrite

NWA7678 CV3 Carbonaceous Chondrite
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Impact melts meteorites are just a bit more difficult for me to do. The work is not harder, or different but they
must be the right thinness. I think it is the melted rock that is just more opaque until the very end of grinding
that is the problem. The melt portion sometimes seems to remain dark. Caldwell is an L impact melt breccia.
I had a small piece. It was a broken sliver with nothing going for it appearance-wise. Fortunately, both the
chondritic and melt lithologies were in the sliver. It made a nice thin section once I got it thin enough. The
melt side image shows an almost achondrite appearance with what appears to be spindle-like crystals. The
chondritic portion of the thin section has blasted and destroyed chondrules but retains its chondritic texture
like an L6 might have.

Caldwell melt portion
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Caldwell chondritic portion

I got NWA7347 at the Tucson Gem and Mineral show. It was weird, funny looking, and the inside was a
very odd slate gray color. I have written about this before. I made just a single thin section of this meteorite.
It turned out to be a wonderful L6 melt breccia. As with Caldwell, the slide shows both the chondritic and the
melt portions of the stone. The melt image is the lighter color in the meteorite when seen in a thin section.
The numerous black ovals seen in the “melt” image are tiny blebs of melted nickel-iron that form a silvery
sheen when the meteorite is viewed with the unaided eye.
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NWA7347 melt portion

NWA7347 chondritic portion
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Millbillillie was one of my first experiments. It was a terrible slide, but I was able to see the wonderful crystal
texture that eucrites have. I was cutting a new eucrite for a friend about two years ago and got a piece to
make two thin sections. There was that same texture but in a much larger area of the glass, thinner and
more even. I left the thin section just a little thick hoping that I will further refine my process. Then I can
remove that tiny bit of thickness without losing any of the intertwining crystal structure. Here are two images
of that Eucrite. You can see that it could be just a bit thinner.

Eucrite

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2021/march/28%20EUCRITE_1.jpg


Eucrite

The newest classes added to my homemade thin section collection are Lunars and Martians. And Lunars
have to be close to that 30-micron thinness to show their stuff. They end up little more than a faint gray
smudge on the glass. The Martian thin sections of NWA12269 are from a couple of years ago. They may
need to be retouched a bit. They have areas of darkness, but I did not want to rush to do the work because
I have read a little and seen professional thin sections that also have those dark areas. The large dark
areas of blue gray are not bad spots in the slide they are numerous crystal grains of an isotropic mineral
that shows no interfence colors and acts like glass between the polarizers. The spidery white lines are the
edges of the crystals. Many of which are quite shattered into tiny bits.
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NWA12269 Martian Shergottite

NWA12269 Martian Shergottite
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The first lunar image is from NWA11303. Lunar thin sections are just neat in every way. They are from The
Moon, and I get to see everything that is in them.

NWA11303 Lunar meteorite (feldspathic breccia)

I am including a single image from another Lunar meteorite at the end. There is a bit of what I want to think
is chondrite material. It looks like barred olivine seen in many chondrite stones. However, I am just an
amateur. I can not say for sure that it came from a meteorite that hit The Moon and became part of the
breccia of NWA11474. But I like to think so.
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NWA11474 Lunar meteorite (feldspathic breccia)

Making thin sections by hand is not easy. It requires patience and care. I have enjoyed the learning process
and still have not gotten professional equipment to make them. To do that would take the hobby out of it for
me. It has been a nice sideline part of my meteorite collecting.
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A Eucrite with Chondrules 

by John Kashuba   Micro Visions  

 

Northwest Africa 10674 was purchased by Marc Jost as four pieces totaling 1,193 grams.  It was 

classified by Irving and Kuehner as a polymict eucrite with a significant portion of metal-

bearing H6 chondrite clasts with other asteroid debris.   

 

 

 

 
This 66 gram slice is 80mm long.  In general, the dark clasts contain metal and are chondritic, 

the light clasts are eucritic.  Marc Jost photo. 

 

 

 
The slice is about a centimeter thick so only large clasts show on both sides.  Marc Jost photo. 
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We had seven thin sections made from a separate 8 gram part slice.  Note the metal reflecting 

from within the dark chondritic clasts.  Minor nickel-free metal was found but the vast majority 

of metal is nickel bearing kamacite from one or more chondrites.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
In transmitted light this closer view of the above thin section shows staining from metal and 

troilite.  

 

 
Center section of the above thin section in both reflected and transmitted light. 

 

 

 



 

 
Portion near the top of the same thin section in both reflected and transmitted light. Note the 

radial pyroxene chondrule in the dark clast in the center. 

 

 
Radial pyroxene chondrule in clast in NWA 10674 polymict eucrite.  Plane polarized light, PPL. 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Radial pyroxene chondrule in clast in NWA 10674 polymict eucrite.  Cross-polarized light, 

XPL. 

 

 

 

 
The other thin section has an altered radial pyroxene chondrule embedded near the edge of this 

large dark clast. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Altered chondrule about 0.4mm in diameter embedded near the edge of a large dark clast. PPL. 

 

 
When polarizing filters are rotated the shadow of optical extinction progresses around the 

fanned laths assuring us that this is a radial chondrule.  XPL. 

 

 

 

 



 

 
An oval object in a different thin section.  Maybe a chondrule, maybe not.  XPL. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Another suspicious object. XPL. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
And another. PPL. 

 

 
XPL. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
These bright spots, like many others, appear to be intergrown metal and troilite, magnified 

below in reflected light. 
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Sylacauga “Ann Hodges” Meteorite
Mitch Noda

Never had there been a confirmed person being struck by a meteorite. Yes, there were stories and rumors,
but none reliable or confirmed, until 30th November 1954, when 34 year old Ann Hodges who was sleeping
under quilts on her sofa, in her Sylacauga, Alabama home was struck by a grapefruit-sized meteorite at
about 3:00 pm. The 8.5 pound (3.85 kilogram) trespasser from space crashed through the roof and ceiling
of the house, then ricocheted off the large wooden radio and impacted her body, causing a large football
shaped bruise on the left side of her abdomen. Coincidentally, Ann’s house was across the road from the
Comet drive-in theater.

Think about the odds of a person getting hit by a meteorite. Dr. Carleton Moore, Professor Emeritus and
former Director of the ASU Center for Meteorite Studies, thought about it and jokingly concluded, “A person
has a better chance of winning the lottery, being bit by a shark, struck by lightning and caught in a Tsunami
all at once, then being struck by a meteorite.” In Wired magazine, in the December 2018 article “The Mad
Scramble to Claim the World’s Most Coveted Meteorite” they calculated the odds of a meteorite landing in a
particular spot as 1 in 182 trillion. I don’t know how they came up with those odds, but it sounds like
Carleton was not far off.

Shortly before 3:00 pm, moments before Ann Hodges was awaken by the extraterrestrial invader, many saw
the fireball overhead and believed they were witnessing an airplane plummeting to earth, while others
suspected a Soviet attack. Ann Hodges tried to determine what had happened since the room was filled
with dust. She initially believed the chimney had collapsed or a heater had exploded. The police and fire
departments were called. With the arrival of emergency vehicles, word spread that the house represented
ground zero for whatever had happened.

So many people flocked to Hodges’ house that when her husband, Eugene, returned home from work, he
had to push gawkers off the porch to get inside his house. Ann was so overwhelmed by the crowd, so she
was taken to the hospital. With Cold War paranoia of a Soviet attack running high, the Sylacauga police
chief confiscated the black rock and turned it over to the Air Force who had the Smithsonian analyze it.
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Ann became a national celebrity when she was featured in an article in the iconic “Life Magazine” known for
its large over-sized format and outstanding photos. Television, radio and newspaper coverage lasted for
weeks.

Ann and Eugene wanted the meteorite returned to them. There was one problem, they were renters and the
landlady, a recently widowed woman, named Birdie Guy, also wanted the meteorite partly due to the cost of
repairing damages to her house. Ann angrily stated, “Suing is the only way she’ll ever get it.” “I think God
intended it for me. After all, it hit me!” Guy sued claiming the meteorite was hers since it fell onto her
property, and Ann threatened a counter-suit for injuries caused by the space rock. The law was on Birdie’s
side, but the famous incident was well publicized, and the public was sympathetic to Ann and
overwhelmingly sided with her. Guy came across negatively in the news reports that depicted her as
greedy.

After a year, the case was eventually settled out of court with Guy receiving $500, and Ann was to receive
the meteorite. Eugene was convinced the couple could make a fortune off the rock and turned down an
offer from the Smithsonian museum. Eugene offered to sell the meteorite to the highest bidder above
$5,000. $5,000 was already offered by an interested party. By the time the meteorite was returned to the
Hodges, over a year later, publicity had diminished, and they were unable to find a buyer. The family then
used the stone as a doorstop for a while before eventually donating it to the Alabama Museum of Natural
History at the University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa, in 1956.

Julius Kempis McKinney, a farmer in the Sylacauga area, found a 3.7 pound (1.68 kg) piece from the same
meteorite fall a few miles away from the Hodge’s home. McKinney was driving a mule-drawn wagon when
the mules balked over a black rock in their path. Julius pushed the rock out of the way and returned home.
That night after hearing about Ann’s incident, he retrieved the rock and took it home, where his children
played with it. Julius sold his stone to an attorney who purchased it for the Smithsonian museum. It is
reported that he made enough money from the sale to buy a house and car.

The piece I have originated from the Smithsonian specimen. It was not from the stone that struck Ann,
nevertheless, it still was part of this famous historic fall. Some may be hung up with the fact that this is not
the “Ann Hodges” hammer stone meteorite, however, this reminds me of my friend, Eric, who was upset
because he did not get accepted into Stanford’s joint MBA-law degree (JD) program and had to settle for his
second choice – Harvard. I am thrilled to “settle” for a Smithsonian specimen instead of the “Ann Hodges”
hammer stone of the Sylacauga fall.



Years after the Hodges moved away, the rental house on Oden’s Mill Road caught on fire, and the Guy
family demolished it to make room for a mobile home park. Nothing marks the spot that made meteorite
history. There is a monument outside the Alabama Museum of Natural History.

Ann and Eugene were simple country folk, and all the national attention and stress of the lawsuit took its toll
on Ann who suffered a nervous breakdown. In 1964, she and Eugene divorced both citing the disruption
and publicity of the meteorite as a contributing factor. In 1972, she suffered kidney failure at a Sylacauga
nursing home and prematurely passed away at the age of 52. Eugene suspects the stress of the meteorite
and frenzy that followed had taken its toll on Ann. He sadly remembers, “She never did recover.”

Perhaps it was best for me not to have obtained a piece from the Ann Hodges hammer stone which seems
to have a curse related to the infamous Hope Diamond curse. On the other hand, the Smithsonian Julius
McKinney meteorite from which my sample was derived has brought good fortune to those who have
possessed it.
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I dedicate this article to my good friend Matt Morgan, who relinquished the Sylacauga meteorite from his
outstanding personal collection, so I may realize one of my “bucket list” collection dreams.
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Cosmic Microscapes – Seeing Into Rocks from Oregon and Space
Dorothy Norton Kashuba

An amazing exhibit of meteorite photography has opened at the High Desert Museum in Bend, Oregon. Yes
—Bend, Oregon, the largest town in Central Oregon, best known for skiing and other outdoor activities, is
also home to a fine museum which is rapidly becoming a major attraction featuring wildlife, culture, art and
history. A visitor to the museum today will be greeted in the large entrance hall by huge colorful images
made from petrographic thin sections. As the name suggests, there are also local rocks for comparison
from the Bend area, Mount Hood and Mount St. Helens.

Neil H. Buckland and Dr. Tony Irving with their print of the Martian Shergottite NWA 10961. 208” x 94” This is
the largest print ever made of a meteorite thin section.

The exhibition is the result of several years of collaboration between Seattle photographer Neil H. Buckland
and Dr. Tony Irving, professor and meteorite scientist from the University of Washington, and a noted expert
on Martian meteorites. They met in 2015 when Buckland was hired to photograph a meteorite collection
Irving was curating. Irving asked Buckland to photograph some meteorite thin sections. Buckland was
unimpressed until he saw them in polarized light. Then he was enchanted. The landscape and portrait
photographer, always concerned with revealing detail in his work, often more detail than the unaided eye
could see, became obsessed with these new tiny ‘microscapes.’ Anyone who has peered into a microscope
at thin sections in polarized light knows they can be stunningly beautiful. It’s easy to get lost in the colors,
shapes and patterns that shift with the turn of the stage. Even researchers can forget what they are looking
at and why at times. Buckland wanted to photograph meteorite thin sections and display them on a
monumental scale without sacrificing the smallest detail. He has accomplished it. With his fine artist’s eye
and impeccable technique, he has framed his images for maximum visual impact while keeping the
scientific information in the images central. It is a perfect fusion of art and science.
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Left: Dacite from Mount St. Helens. 60” x 40” Right: Andesite from Mount Hood. 60” x 40”

Though the photographs are micrographs, Buckland does not use a microscope in his process. As Irving
says, “Neil didn’t know that what he wanted to do couldn’t be done” with or without a microscope. To
accomplish his goal he designed and built a custom rig—a micro-panoramic imaging system. It consists of
a 10x microscope objective mounted on a DSLR with no ocular and a 2x tube lens, all attached to a heavy
metal base to give it stability. It has an automatic drive and a high-precision three axis stage. Buckland
photographs hundreds of 2x2mm tiles and stitches them together with image compositing software. The
files are enormous and the whole process is extremely time consuming. When the stitching and cleanup is
finished, he prints the images in strips that are up to 44” wide. The strips are pieced together and then
seamlessly mounted on board. Buckland says he is committed to total honesty in his images and he does
not alter them. The largest photograph in the show represents an enlargement of up to 40,000 times actual
size.
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Display case with six rock specimens and corresponding thin sections. There are four terrestrials, one
Martian and one lunar.

All the rocks presented in the show are igneous, derived from cooled magma. Lava flows from the inner
planets Mercury, Venus, the Moon and Mars, as well as some asteroids, tend to be basaltic. On Earth plate
tectonics and the presence of water has led to the formation of other types of lavas. Here, the terrestrial
examples are basalt, andesite, dacite and rhyolite. Since Oregon is home to many volcanoes, notably in the
Cascade Range, Buckland and Irving decided to focus on local rocks and to compare them not just to
asteroidal meteorites but also some from Mars and the Moon. Examples of some of the rock types
photographed are on display in the exhibition, including a hand sized Martian shergottite and a golf ball
sized lunar mare basalt. Excellent captions explain the origins, mineralogy and significance of each thin
section and the techniques used to make and study them.
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Left: Martian Shergottite NWA 10761. 108” x 72” Right: Martian Nakhlite NWA 12542. 108” x 72”

As Irving explains, a basic problem with viewing thin sections through a microscope is that you can see
only a small part of a slide at a time, just a few millimeters wide. Moving the slide to another view causes
the first part to be lost. You can move around on a slide but you can’t see the details all at once. With these
mammoth prints you can see the whole image and, by moving closer, focus on smaller and smaller areas.
There is no pixilation even in the tiniest elements. That is truly remarkable.
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A Eucrite from Aouinet Legraa, Algeria. 120” x 72”

Detail of Aouinet Legraa, above.
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The exhibition opened on March 6, 2021 and runs through July 18. It’s not a traveling show, unfortunately,
but Buckland and Irving are planning future exhibitions in other cities with different and even larger images.

Author’s note: I, too, am enthralled by meteorite thin sections viewed in cross polarized and plane polarized
light. They are so beautiful, so mysterious, so abstract. It seems to me that they should be seen much larger
than the small pictures they usually rate in books and online. They are reminiscent of abstract expressionist
paintings from the 1960s. Think Willem de Kooning, Jackson Pollack, Frank Stella, and more. Like their
paintings, thin section images should be huge, wall-sized, Museum of Modern Art fills-a-room size. Now at
last they are.

Left: Lunar Mare Basalt NWA 12839. 84” x 72” Center: Martian Shergottite NWA 11255. 84” x 72”
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Tagish Lake Meteorite
Paul Harris

Our Meteorite of the Month is kindly provided by Tucson Meteorites who hosts The Meteorite Picture of the
Day.

Contributed by Steve Brittenham, IMCA 2184 – Photo Copyright (c) Steve Brittenham
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Once a few decades ago this opening 

was a framed window in the wall 

of H. H. Nininger's Home and 

Museum building. From this 

window he must have many times 

pondered the mysteries of 

Meteor Crater seen in the distance. 
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